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15781/10
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PROVISIONAL AGENDA

For: 3043rd meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (Justice and Home Affairs)

Date: Brussels, Monday 8 and Tuesday 9 November 2010 (10.00)

1. Adoption of the agenda

Legislative deliberations

2. Approval of the list of "A" items
   15782/10 PTS A 91

3. Draft Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council of the European Union amending Regulation (EC) No 539/2001 listing the third countries whose nationals must be in possession of visas when crossing the external borders of Member States and those whose nationals are exempt from that requirement
   – Adoption
     15806/10 VISA 261 COWEB 279 CODEC 1194 COMIX 720
     PE-CONS 50/10 VISA 236 COWEB 258 COMIX 649 CODEC 989
     + COR 1 (de)

4. Common European Asylum System (CEAS)
   15561/10 ASILE 85 CODEC 1140
5. Proposal for a Directive on measures to combat new forms of cyber crime, in particular large-scale cyber attacks
   — Presentation by the Commission
     14436/10 DROIPEN 107 TELECOM 100 CODEC 952
     + ADD 1
     + ADD 2

6. Initiative of the Kingdom of Belgium, the Republic of Bulgaria, the Republic of Estonia, the Kingdom of Spain, the Republic of Austria, the Republic of Slovenia and the Kingdom of Sweden for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council regarding the European Investigation Order in criminal matters
   — Policy debate
     15531/10 COPEN 241 EJN 58 EUROJUST 122 CODEC 1136
     15713/10 JUR 458 COPEN 246 EUROJUST 127 EJN 61 CODEC 1176

   15618/10 DROIPEN 118 COPEN 242 CODEC 1149
Non-legislative activities

8. Approval of the list of "A" items
   15783/10 PTS A 92

9. Draft Council conclusions on the establishment and implementation of an EU policy cycle to combat international serious and organised crime (public debate pursuant to Article 8(2) of the Council's Rules of Procedure)
   15358/10 COSI 69 ENFOPOL 298 CRIMORG 185 ENFOCUSTOM 94

    15567/10 JAI 889 CATS 83 DAPIX 44 CRIMORG 191 ENFOPOL 308
    ENFOCUSTOM 98
    + COR 1

11. Commission progress report on the EU Drugs Action Plan (2009-2012) and annual report of the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA)
    11280/10 CORDROGUE 56
    + COR 1
    15671/10 CORDROGUE 92 SAN 224 ENFOPOL 310 RELEX 912

12. Other business
    (a) Commission briefing on an initiative on the marketing and use of explosives precursors
        14376/10 COMPET 272 CHIMIE 33 ENFOPOL 271 ENV 636 MI 348 ENT 127
        CODEC 944
        + ADD 1
        + ADD 2

    (b) Prague Process – Building Migration Partnerships
        15876/10 ASIM 104 RELEX 923

    (c) Mediterranean Office for Youth
        15865/10 ASIM 103 RELEX 922

* * *

* * *
In the margins of the Council:

JOINT COMMITTEE (Monday 8 November at 10.00)

1. Adoption of the agenda

2. SIS II
   = state of play

   amending Regulation (EC) No 539/2001 listing the third countries whose nationals must be in
   possession of visas when crossing the external borders of Member States and those whose
   nationals are exempt from that requirement
   15806/10 VISA 261 COWEB 279 CODEC 1194 COMIX 720
   PE-CONS 50/10 VISA 236 COWEB 258 COMIX 649 CODEC 989
   + COR 1 (de)

   Regulation (EC) No 2007/2004 establishing a European Agency for the Management of
   Operational Cooperation at the External Borders of the Member States of the European Union
   (FRONTEX)
   – Progress report
   15636/10 FRONT 149 CODEC 1154 COMIX 710

   Regulation (EC) No 377/2004 on the creation of an immigration liaison officers network
   – Progress report
   15622/10 FRONT 148 CODEC 1151 COMIX 708
   + REV 1 (pl)

6. Sixth report from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament on certain
   third countries' maintenance of visa requirements in breach of the principle of reciprocity in
   accordance with Article 1(5) of Council Regulation (EC) No 539/2001 listing the third
   countries whose nationals must be in possession of visas when crossing the external borders
   of Member States and those whose nationals are exempt from that requirement, as amended
   by Regulation (EC) No 851/2005 as regards the reciprocity mechanism

7. Other business